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Unsung Heroes: Tamara Fynaardt
FACULTY MEMBER HAS
DIVERSE EXPERIENCE
KAYLEE BANDSTRA
PUBLIC RELATIONS
If you enjoy starting your day
with Wordle, the New York Times
Spelling Bee or an enjoyable book,
you have a lot in common with
vice president for marketing and
enrollment, Tamara Fynaardt. You
can find Fynaardt’s friendly face in
the Vogel Welcome Center. Along
with her work as the vice president
for marketing and enrollment and
she also serves on the president’s
cabinet.
Fynaardt received a bachelor’s
degree in English teaching from
Dordt in 1990 and married
Keith Fynaardt, who works in
Northwestern’s English department.
She and her husband moved to
Illinois, where she received her
master’s degree in English from
Northern Illinois University.
“After my master’s, while Keith
was working on his doctorate, I
worked in health care admissions,
marketing and public relations for

what is now Advocate Health Care,
Illinois’ largest health system,”
Fynaardt said.
The Fynaardts came back to
northwest Iowa in 1995 when
Keith first started teaching at NW.
During that year, Tamara taught
writing classes at both Dordt and
NW as an adjunct professor. In
1996, Fynaardt applied for a job in
NW’s advancement and fundraising
department, but instead she was
offered a position in the one-person
communications department.
“After I was hired, we were a twoperson department. We eventually
became the public relations
department, and now it’s called
the marketing & communications
department and has seven people,”
Fynaardt said.
Even though Fynaardt is no
longer on the communications
team, she stays connected and works
with that team daily. Fynaardt is
currently in a leadership position
as the vice president of marketing
and enrollment, which includes a
leading the admissions, financial aid
and marketing and communications
departments.

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
Tamara Fynaardt, a NW faculty member, has inspired the lives of many through her various job positions.

“Together, we are all accountable
for attracting, recruiting and
enrolling the largest source of NW’s
revenue: residential undergraduate
students,” Fynaardt said.
Fynaardt never set a goal for

herself to achieve her current
position, but she is grateful for the
opportunities she has found at NW:
meaningful contributions, engaging
in
meaningful
responsibilities
and creating and implementing

marketing campaigns.
“I led the team that developed
our Raiders Stand Out brand and
have been very involved in getting
the brand messaging crafted and
launched,” Fynaardt said.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

What do professors do for fun?

A LOOK INSIDE
OUR PROF’S LIVES
KRISTA WAMHOFF
PUBLIC RELATIONS

We see them every day.
We know how they lecture,
what their PowerPoint
slides look like and how
they interact with the class.
Northwestern
students
know their professors fairly
well inside the classroom,
but what do they know
about them outside of
the lecture hall? What
makes our beloved campus
professors tick?
The answer lies in their
hobbies. They may be
professors by day, but in the
evening, when they go home,
they’re cyclists, travelers,
readers, poets, musicians
and more.
During midterms week,
as the sun was coming out

and students were hitting the
books, many professors were
probably outside hitting the
bike trails.
Dr. Tom Truesdell, an
English professor, shared
that there’s a group of NW
faculty that cycle together
frequently.
“We just ride bikes every
Tuesday night,” he said. Dr.
Scott Monsma, professor of
the sociology department,
has been riding bikes since
he was a child.
“It’s a great thing to do,”
Dr. Monsma said. “Unless
you’re dodging cars.”
For safety reasons, he never
rides without his helmet
and jokes that he wants
“mohawk stripes” for his
helmet.”
			
After riding 16,000 miles
in the past eight years, he
knows how to effectively get
through a long ride. What’s
his secret motivation?

“You ride 25 miles,” Dr.
Monsma said, “you stop and
get an ice cream cone.”
Meanwhile, professor of
physics, Dr. Emily Grace
enjoys cycling as far as she
can, especially on gravel
roads.
“I love endurance athletic
training as it gives me lots
of time to process thoughts,”
Dr. Grace said. “Also, it does
not matter that I am not
particularly fast. When you
cover that much ground –
who cares how long it takes?”
One of our campus
professors loves to hit the
road on a Harley Davidson
Softail Deluxe, a motorcycle
with a retro vibe, Dr. Lila
Sybesma of the education
department.
“ I love motorcycling, putting
on about 10,000 miles each
summer,” Dr. Sybesma said.
Her miles on the road have
been adding up in multiple

PHOTO BY SONU GUPTA
Professor Jim Mead, biblical and theological studies professor, at his desk in VPH.

different areas – Colorado,
Tennessee and through the
Appalachians.
As others travel by two
wheels, Dr. Dan Young,
political science professor,
shares his love of road trips

via four wheels.
“Growing up my family
always went on lengthy car
trips, usually out west,” Dr.
Young said. “I’m hoping
to be able to show my kids
some other places out west,

plus some big cities on the
east coast.”
Other professors share this
passion for travel. Professor
Piet Koene, from the Spanish
department, mainly travels
to National Parks.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Pop-rock heartbreak album full of defiance
NOT BACKING
DOWN THIS TIME
ANGELA WINTERING
THEATRE
Avril Lavigne is a pop
punk name that everyone
who was born anywhere
near the 1990s probably
had on their main playlist at
some point or another. With
hits that have both stood
on their own and been
covered by multiple groups,
she has definitely made
her mark. Her new album
doesn’t shy away from that
legacy; instead, it bursts
open a different set of doors
entirely.
The pop punk icon
grew up in Canada and
has
released
albums
periodically over the past
20 years. She signed on to
a record company as early
as age 16 and has received
several Grammy award
nominations. Lavigne made
her stage debut with Shania
Twain in 1999 and slowly
over time was spotted by
different artists, agents and
executives who approached
her over a period of two
years, leading her to sign
on with Arista Records and

dropping out of school to
pursue her music career.
In 2002, she released her
debut album, “Let Go,”
with the top song being
“Complicated,” a song that
would work itself into the
ears of everyone alive with
an iPod at the time.
Her new album, “Love
Sux,” has a different taste to
it than the typical Lavigne
song. In past years, the songs
have fit into a category of pop
or pop-punk. Oftentimes,
there is a strumming
acoustic or plucking electric
or bass present with Lavigne
singing with a sense of
empathy or seeking to find
the answers for something.
However, this time, Lavigne
is not playing around or
backing down and jumping
into the world of pop-rock
instead of a pop-punk vibe
with a post-breakup album.
Instead of searching for
answers, she’s refusing any
that the party she’s singing
to could give.
Throughout the album
is a semblance of the
emotional trip that takes
place after being betrayed or
broken up with by someone
trusted. The album explodes
open with “Cannonball,”

starting with a loud electric
guitar sequence and Lavigne
shouting into the mic that
she is a “ticking time bomb.”
The song carries a tone of
anger and defiance. “Bois
Le,” pronounced “boys lie,”
also carries a tone of anger
and defiance, but a feeling
of hurt is carried with, “boys
lie, I can too.” Many of the
remaining songs, from
“Bite Me,” to the title song
“Love Sux,” up until “All I
Wanted” all hold the anger,
but it slowly fades away
and becomes regret with a
little bit of longing. Lavigne
successfully
conveys
a
progression of time and
how the emotions involved
in a breakup develop over
time, involving some selfreflection along the way.
“Dare to Love Me” serves
as a little bit of a warning to
whoever loves her next – the
feel of “if you love me, this is
who I am.”
A little earlier on the
album falls “Avalanche,”
which is the first song to take
a step into self-reflection.
Here, Lavigne starts to admit
that the front of anger and
defiance is just that, a front.
Alongside opening up about
being hurt, Lavigne also

COURTESY OF ROLLINGSTONE

takes a page out of her own
book. The song includes a
lyric, “Tired of looking over
my shoulder,” which sounds
like a reflection on Lavigne’s
first ever billboard song,
“Complicated:”
“You’re
watching your back, like you
can’t relax.”
Overall, this album is

very atypical from Lavigne’s
past albums. Leading up to
now, albums and specific
hits have taken more of a
posture of patience and
seeking answers. However,
the emotions taken through
this album are what one
might say is necessary in
the progression Lavigne’s

previous hits have been
taking,
beginning
the
transition from taking a
stand purely for others
around her into taking a
stand for herself.

One breathtaking and intriguing performance
MOVIE REVIEW

GREEN SCREENS
AND POOR ACTING
MISAEL BRUZZONE
ECONOMICS

Kenneth Branagh stars
and directs in another
interpretation
of
an
Agatha Christie classic.
“Death on the Nile” sees
world renowned detective
Hercules Poirot joining a
honeymoon party where
suspicions are high and
murder lies in the air.
With a star-studded
cast including Gal Gadot,
Russell Brand and Armie
Hammer, “Death on
the Nile” has enough
characters to entertain
and intrigue audiences.
Not the same can be said
about some individual
performances, however.
While Hammer delivers a
convincing performance
throughout the movie,
Gadot
once
again
struggles to get through
her lines. Her classic
deadpan delivery is not
improved in this movie,
where almost every line
delivered is laughable.
On the opposite side of

the spectrum, Branagh’s
Poirot is a treat for
audiences. Not only is
he the most entertaining
character on screen, but
it is clear that Branagh
loves the character he is
playing. Poirot’s presence
on screen is only aided
by Tom Bateman’s Bouc.
Bateman plays a classic
sidekick that only elevates
the charm and humor of
the character.
While
the
movie’s
characters offer enough
to
keep
audiences
interested,
the
same
cannot be said for other
aspects of the movie. The
movie struggles to keep
its pace together. The
first half of the movie
drags and appears to
stumble its way from
scene to scene, trying to
string together any sort
of storyline. In contrast,
the second half feels more
comfortable with itself,
properly developing the
mystery in an organic
and compelling way. The
movie could have greatly
benefited from being
more unified in tone and
pace.
Production
value

also
suffers
from
inconsistencies. Set design
swings from breathtaking
to amateurishly simple.
This is not made better by
the unconvincing visual
effects. It is quite obvious
that actors were standing
in front of green screens
for some scenes, where
state of the art computer
generated visuals fail
to sell audiences on
fantastical locations.
The movie places a great
amount of focus on style.
This means that action
scenes are beautifully
directed and costumes are
on point. Unfortunately,
it also means that, at
times, too much attention
is presented on trying
to make scenes look
good and have an era
appropriate feel that the
more important elements
of storytelling get lost in
the midst. Certain scenes
of “Death on the Nile”
overstay their welcome,
making audiences wonder
what the true goal of the
movie is. Other scenes
come across as goofy and
completely laughable.
Thematically, the movie
deals, on the most part,

with love and how far
someone can go in the
name of love. Avoiding
exploring this theme in
any clever way, the movie
reminds audiences of its
thematic elements with
on the nose lines from
characters that end up
making the movie too
predictable and not very
thought-provoking. This
makes the conflict feel
like cheap melodrama
that is hard to relate to.
“Death on the Nile”
has many flaws where it
also has many strengths.
When it comes to acting
and on screen characters,
some rise to the top
and others sink to the
bottom. If audiences can
get past Gadot’s dreadful
delivery, they will find
much
entertainment
and enjoyment out of
Branagh’s Poirot, who
shines and steals every
scene he is in. While
conflict seems unrealistic
and overdramatic at times,
the mystery is intriguing
enough to retain the
audiences’ attention. In
a movie with vast highs
and lows, it is no surprise
that pace and tone are

COURTESY OF IMDB

jeopardized. Nonetheless,
with its many flaws,
“Death on the Nile”
remains
entertaining
and worth the watch,
even if the movie leaves

audiences hungering for
better made movies in
the genre.
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Curious entertainers abroad exploring London
THE BEST THEATERS
IN THE WORLD
HAILEY LOUW
STATISTICS
Many come from near and far
to the artistic and cultural hub
of Orange City, Iowa. With a
prolific college theater and active
public arts scene, the small town
can be seen as a welcome place
for thespians seeking to find
treasures in the most unusual
places. But what are students to
do when they want to see what
the world has to offer for theater?
When it takes a day’s drive to
find a new show and college
budgets are tight, what’s a curious
entertainer to do? Northwestern
College is offering students the
opportunity to learn about the
history and culture surrounding
theater
with
its
theater
department for a Summer Study
Abroad in perhaps the most
historic city for the art: London,
England. And after putting
on a plethora of shows such as
Puppet Fest, RUSH and “The
Cherry Orchard,” both students
and faculty are looking forward

to some time to let their artistic
curiosity be indulged and their
own time in the patron seats.
Students have the opportunity
to accompany Dr. Bob Hubbard
and Professor Ethan Koerner
as they travel across the pond
this summer to dive deeper into
the art and culture of England.
The trip is from May 21 to June
12 and begins in the midland
city of Gloucester, home to the
infamous Gloucester Cathedral
(and where multiple scenes in
the Harry Potter film franchise
were shot). When in Gloucester,
students will stay with host
families for five days as it serves
as a base for numerous day
trips. These ventures include
Malvern Hills, Ludlow Castle
and
Stratford-upon-Avon.
Not only is Stratford-uponAvon renowned for its TudorStyle architecture, it’s also the
birthplace of playwright William
Shakespeare.
The previous
London Summer Study Abroad
was led by beloved NW Theater
retirees Jeff and Karen Barker.
This trip included day trips
to Oxford, visits to St. Paul’s
Cathedral and front-row seats to
“Les Misérables.”

After their time site-hopping
from Gloucester, students and
faculty will spend over two weeks
in central London. Mornings
will be spent going to class and
learning about the arts and
culture of the city, afternoons
visiting numerous museums and
evenings spent at the theatre.
While shows haven’t been picked
yet, there’s no doubt the group
will be seeing some of the best
theater in the world. This will
include multiple Shakespeare
plays, up-and-coming dramas
and at least one West End
musical (London’s equivalent of
Broadway).
Dr. Hubbard, who is leading
his fifth trip to the city this
summer says, “The theatre in
London is a wonderful mixture
of subsidized and commercial
theatre. One of the results is
that ticket prices are much less
than comparable theatre in New
York. The plays are often more
challenging than what we can
see in most of the commercial
theatre in the United States.”
Professor Koerner is looking
forward to his first time on the
excursion: “I’m excited to visit
Shakespeare’s birthplace, and

PHOTO SUBMITTED
The NW jazz Band presents a night of roaring jazz and swing dancing.

experience theatre in the Globe
(a reproduction of the theatre
Shakespeare performed in), as
well as experiencing some of
the best theatre in the world and
visiting some of the oldest and
largest museums.” Dr. Hubbard
echoes this sentiment and hopes
the students who attend will gain
a greater appreciation of British
culture through its expression in

visual arts and on stage.
“London is one of the most
diverse and most culturally
influential cities in the world, and
this trip will provide students
to engage with culture and the
arts on a global scale, as well as
engage with the rich history of a
city that has been in existence in
one form or another for almost
two millennia,” said Koerner.

Come next fall, there will
be numerous stories and
experiences to be shared both
outside of, and within, the theater
department. Perhaps an even
richer theater experience will
be brought back to the DeWitt
Theatre Arts Center to be shared
with all of campus throughout
next school year.

The remarkable storyteller, actress and playwright
AN ACTRESS WITH A LOVE
OF STUDENTS
JACKSON PAGANINI
ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

Rachel Smart-- a triple major in
theatre, English teaching, and secondary
education—will be graduating this
spring after a phenomenal experience at
Northwestern College. Smart was first
exposed to the theater when she made home
movies in her hometown of Brookings, SD.
“I made a lot of silly movies in middle
school with my best friends,” Smart said.
“We would make them up and film them.
I was a very imaginative kid. We would
take our terrible digital camera from
our parents and film them, edit them on
iMovie.”
Smart later learned she could be involved
in stage acting when she became older.
Her first theater production at NW was
“The Crucible” by Arthur Miller. In this
production, she played Mary Warren.
Smart recalls the loving memory of her

first show, “I love that show so much!
‘The Crucible’ validated me. I did not
know if I belonged, but the director and
cast surrounded me, complimented me,
brought me into their family. It made me
feel like I made a good decision to come
here and continue to do theatre. It was also
great when I got an Irene Ryan nomination.
I know awards don’t matter, but it validated
that I was in the right place.”
Smart has acted in a variety of
productions: “Jonah and the Giant
Fish,” “Bright Star,” “Love’s Labor’s Lost,”
“Eurydice,” “Little Shop of Horrors” and
in the spring “Cherry Orchard.” She also
has costume designed for “The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time”
and “Sweat” and she sound designed the
recent children’s show “Charlotte’s Web.”
Smart has also written many plays; two of
her short plays won awards at KCACTF.
Smart wrote “Columba” and “Lethe.”
“Playwriting has been a big development
for me at college though none of my work
has been produced here,” Smart revealed.
“I think that work is what I am most

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
Angie Wintering is a talented light designer in NW’s theater department.

proud of other than the acting. There is
something special about creating. In our
department, we talk about partnering with
God in creating- reflecting God because we
are made in God’s image to create. With
playwriting, I feel closer to God. In turn,
playwrights can inspire other artists. Not
only do you get to create, but you also get
to create with others and inspire others. I
think that is incredibly beautiful.”
Smart’s current plan is to student teach
English in Chicago in the fall next year.
After that, she is unsure what she will do.
She hopes to teach and continue to act. “I
know I want to act in my future, but I do
not know when. I want to do it when I am
younger, and I can act and do my job. We
will see how long I can keep up the grind.”
Smart also notes that she would have
not continued to do theater if it weren’t for
the support of her high school and college
theater program. NW’s theatre department
emphasizes kingdom-centered art.
“I like the idea that I can co-create with
God. The idea that God made me to create
and when I do create, I am embodying

him. In today’s society, art is not valued.
It’s seen as frivolous and not a necessity
but living out your embodiment of Christ
is very important. I love the ensemble
approach. I have talked to people from a
secular theatre department, and it sounds
miserable. There is so much hierarchy,
pettiness and actors thinking they’re better
than everyone else. That is not Christ-like
or life-giving,” said Smart.
“Our approach is an attempt to embody
the kingdom of heaven on Earth. Servant
artist attitude as well. It is not about you,
it’s about your audience and God. That’s
not only in the ensemble approach but also
in the BA theatre program. My identity is
not an actor alone but in artistry. I may
not be good at certain things, but I am a
growing theatre artist. In this wholistic
approach to theatre, I found out I love to
put on a harness and love to hang lights
from the catwalks, or the joy I find putting
together sound cues for a show, or the joy
of discovering new ways to create.”

FEATURES 4
Revival of the Oman study abroad
INTERRELIGIOUS
STUDES IN OMAN
GRACE REGINALD
PUBLIC RELATIONS

A
once
popular
study abroad option for
Northwestern
students,
Oman, is a Middle Eastern
country that shares borders
with Saudi Arabia, the
United Arab Emirates and
Yemen. The United Nations
declared that Oman is the
most
improved
nation
in the world in terms of
development during the past
40 years. Oman’s history
is marked by a peaceful
existence while maintaining
a decent population of
Christians and Muslims
in the country – making it
an anomaly in the world
that two groups who are
initially at odds live together
communally.
For NW, Oman has
served as an amazing study
abroad option for its interreligious
relations
and
peaceful culture. The only
issue is that the last study
abroad to this country was
spring of 2019.
“The best way for us to
recruit students for this
study abroad is to hear from
past students who went on
the trip, but these students
have
since
graduated,”
Kendall Stanislav said.
Stanislav has been the

director of experiential
education since January
2020. Some of the work
that Stanislav and Sarah
Pemberton, marketing and
administration coordinator
for the Compass Center,
do includes: recruiting
students, ensure the best
academic quality in the
study abroad programs and
help students prepare for
international travel.
One of the eager recruits for
the Oman study abroad was
Junior Micah Van Kalsbeek.
Van Kalsbeek applied her
freshman and sophomore
year, but both trips were
cancelled due to COVID.
“I was interested in Oman
because I have always been
curious about the middle
Eastern
culture,”
Van
Kalsbeek said. “The little
things I think I know about
the culture is so interesting
and different from my own,
which gave me the desire to
travel to the Middle East and
experience it for myself.”
Another aspect of the
Oman semester that piqued
her interest was what life
looked like for the women
in that culture compared to
her own. After discovering
the Oman trip wasn’t
happening
the
second
time around, Van Kalsbeek
studied abroad to Romania
in fall 2021.
Stanislav said that they
are going to run the Oman
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The last time NW students were in Oman was 2019.

semester for spring 2023.
With that in mind, Nathan
Klahsen and Jillian Simon
have applied for the Oman
study abroad.
Klahsen is a sophomore
Christian education and
worship arts double major.
“The
interreligious
relations between Islamic
culture and Christianity
is something that I have
seen the church struggle
with,” Klahsen said. “This
trip would give me a way
to immerse myself into a
different culture.”
Simon is a sophomore

public relations and business
administration
double
major. She believes that the
world needs more empathy
towards differences.
“I would love to learn
from people that had
different life experiences
than me, that eventually
led them to a different spot
than me,” Simon said. “It
takes a big step to break
out of your norm to expand
your empathy by learning
something new.”
She hopes that she can
immerse herself into the
Oman culture to expand

her worldview and capacity
for empathy.
“It is always fun to see the
students’ excitement prior
to going; being around the
high level of anticipation is
enlightening,” Stanislav said.
Welcoming the students
back
to
campus
and
debriefing is something
that
Stanislav
enjoys
because the students get
to
communicate
how
they’ve seen themselves
grow new perspectives and
what they’ve learned about
themselves and others.
Previous NW students

have even sat down and had
tea with the Sultan of Oman.
“To sit down with the
head of the country shows
that our program over there
is respected,” Stanislav said.
Other
experiences
include
riding
camels,
learning
Arabic
and
watching the sea turtles
hatch on the beaches.
“We are hopeful to
rebuild the future of the
Oman
study
abroad,”
Stanislav said.
For more information
about the Oman semester,
visit the Compass Center.

Unsung Heroes: Tamara Fynaardt
FROM PAGE 1
“All of that I believe is
why, when my predecessor
retired, President Christy
asked me to assume this
role. I was humbled and
excited to accept the
challenge.”
Fynaardt keeps busy
with her work on the
president’s
cabinet.
Members of the cabinet,
leaders around campus,
make sure that NW holds
up its mission. Vice
President for Student
Life, Julie Elliott, works
alongside Fynaardt on the
president’s cabinet and
appreciates
Fynaardt’s
work ethic and humor.
“Tamara
is
an
outstanding colleague and
leader on this campus.
She is smart, wise and
kind,” Elliott said. “One
of her greatest strengths
is her ability to think
strategically – to imagine

new and more effective
ways of doing things. She
is highly professional but
also approachable. She
has a fabulous sense of
humor. For all of these
reasons, I am deeply
grateful to serve with
her on the president’s
cabinet.”
Despite her history at
Dordt, which she often
gets teased about on
campus, Fynaardt’s family
has made NW a second
home.
As
previously
mentioned, her husband
works as an English
professor, but her children
have a presence at NW:
Kit, who graduated in
‘21 and Gideon, who will
graduate in ‘24.
“My mother is one
of the most articulate
people I’ve ever known,”
Gideon said. “Now to
correct the record, she
has made it clear that
Dordt played almost no

PHOTO BY PRATIK PAUDEL
Fynaardt can be found in the Vogel Welcome Center.

part in her becoming the
accomplished, intellectual
woman she is now, but
her path as a writer began
there and continues still

as she uses her skill to
communicate effectively
in the workplace.”
Fynaardt
combines
exceptional abilities with

her position as president’s
cabinet member and vice
president for enrollment
and marketing. According
to her family and co-

workers, her great sense
of humor and work ethic
make her stand out in her
position.

FEATURES 5
Serving and competing over break
SSPS, SPORTS AND
MORE ON BREAK
RACHEL SMART
THEATRE
Spring break is a very
busy time for Raider Nation.
During break, Raiders go all
over the country for sports,
ensemble trips, personal
trips and Spring Service
Partnerships.
Sometimes
students even travel abroad.
This spring break, the
baseball and softball teams
will be busy competing, and
students and faculty will
be heading on 11 different
spring service projects, both
domestic and international.
The women’s softball team
is off to a great start with their
season, having won each game
they have played so far.
“This group has worked
hard and their extra time in
the Juffer working on their
game is paying off,” head
coach Shane Bouman said.
Hopefully, success will
follow the team as they
continue to compete over
spring break, but the women
will also have plenty of time

to spend with their families.
Students will get a chance to
soak up the sun during their
time in Tucson, Arizona.
The men’s baseball team
will also be competing, and
head coach Brian Wede is
excited to get into a normal
pattern for the team with
the time off from classes
during beak. The men
will be very busy playing,
especially during their time
in Florida. They will have lots
of opportunities for making
memories and forging their
bond as a team during the van
rides, service projects and
time in their rental houses.
In additional sports news,
esports will be competing in a
tournament the first Saturday
of spring break, and men’s
track and field, women’s track
and field and wrestling will
have their championships the
first weekend as well.
As for the rest of the student
body, students will be heading
on 11 SSPs—nine domestic
and two international. Some
of the destinations students
will be visiting are Opelousas
and New Orleans, Louisiana;
Grand Marais, Minnesota;

Denver, Colorado; Lindale,
Texas; Puerto Rico and
Croc, Mexico. During their
trips, students will help with
construction projects, afterschool programs, building
community relationships and
assisting with prison ministry.
This service work will be
done in partnership with
existing organizations that
are doing great work.
“Students get to learn from
real people that are really
out in the mission field,”
Kaylee Maasdam, one of the
Opelousas, Louisiana, SSP
co-leaders, explained.
This year’s SSPs will
partner with organizations
like Youthfront, Compton
Initiative, Calvary Mission,
Hope
for
Opelousas,
Coldwater
Foundation,
Mazatlán Ministries, World
Renew and local churches.
SSPs are truly a huge part of
NW culture. Through them,
students get the opportunity
to truly live out their faith in
servitude to others. Natalie
Wheeler who is one of
the faculty leaders for the
Opelousas SSP said that one
of reasons she loves to go on

Profs and their hobbies
FROM PAGE 1
Although many professors
love getting away, either to
the bike trails or another
state, some are content
simply relaxing with a good
book. Dr. Michael Kugler,
history professor, reads a
variety of genres, including
science
fiction,
horror,
philosophy, theology and
comic books.
Dr.
Laird
Edman
expressed his love of music
and reading,
“I love to listen to and
play music and read, read,
read,” Edman said.
Dr. Jim Mead, theology
professor, also enjoys reading.
“I enjoy reading both

fiction, novels, short stories
and
especially
science
fiction and non-fiction,
anything that integrates
faith with science, history,
politics, etc,” Dr. Mead said.
A similar love of words has
led Dr. Cambria Kaltwasser,
theology professor, to enjoy
poetry.
“While in seminary, I
started hosting my own
poetry slams, and for over
a decade now I have been
inviting friends over to
delight in the beauty of
words,” Dr. Kaltwasser said.
“What I love about poems
is that they offer such
concentrated observations
of life in all its humor,
sorrow and ordinariness.”

Poets gather and revel in
the beauty of words, and
meanwhile Dr. Truesdell
and his band craft their own
words and musical notes into
original songs as a collective
hobby. The band, Prince Lev,
has five original songs.
“They would describe
it as rock generically,” Dr.
Truesdell said. “Kind of has
a 90’s sound to it.”
Many students know their
professors as simply teachers
of whatever discipline they
go to class to learn about.
However, they truly are
more than just teachers.
They are athletes, artists,
explorers and seekers of the
beauty of God’s world.

PHOTO BY SONU GUPTA
Dr. Kugler’s hobby includes reading various genres.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Students serving with their partnered organization last spring break.

SSPs is seeing “[students]
understanding of ‘serving’ grow
and be stretched in ways that
they may not have thought.”
Sometimes this stretching is
shown in how students learn
to expand their idea of where
mission work should be.
“Oftentimes we think of
mission work as overseas,”
said Lily Anderson, a coleader for the Lindale, Texas,

SSP. “In reality, the mission
field is all around us. It’s even
in our own backyards.”
Traveling to so many
parts of North America also
provides students with many
opportunities to broaden
their world view.
“SSPs provide a great
opportunity for students to
gain new perspectives and see
the world through the eyes of

others,” shared Hannah Van
Meeteren, one of the Puerto
Rico trip co-leaders.
With so many amazing
partnerships and dedicated
students, faculty and adult
leaders, this year’s SSPs are
bound to be a success, and
we wish luck to the hardworking athletes who will be
competing over break as well!

OPINIONS
Campus
“Love yourself or I’m gonna
throw rocks through your
window you beautiful
person.”

“How am I supposed to
live, laugh love in these
conditions?”

“The ‘C’ in college stands for
CHAOS.”

“Oh Vladimir. I am
nothing compared to your
manliness. Destroy me with
your judo chops.”
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A brief summary of the Russia-Ukraine conflict

Naomi Lief

Graphic Design

A

s the people of the United States of
America go about their daily lives, citizens
of Ukraine scramble for safety as bombs explode
in neighborhoods and missiles hit residential
areas. the sounds of sirens can be heard from
miles away and people have begun to panic. The
country of Ukraine woke up Thursday morning to
something that many predicted but hoped would
never happen: a Russian invasion.
Vladimir Putin, president of Russia, describes
the assault on Ukraine not as a war, but as a
“special military operation.” He threatened serious
consequences for any interfering countries, some
that “have never been seen before.” President Joe
Biden stated in a speech on Thursday, Feb. 24, that
Putin’s decision to invade Ukraine is “unprovoked
and unjustified.” He declared that harsh sanctions
would be placed and urged other countries to
do the same, limiting trade and commerce with
Russia. Putin seemed unaffected by this threat,
though, as it seems he had been slowly limiting
Russia’s reliance on the United States as well as
other countries for years. NPR states that the crisis
has been “30 years in the making.”
One reason why the United States and multiple
other countries are apprehensive to send troops to
Ukraine is that Ukraine is not a part of NATO (the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization). As of right
now, the United States is supporting Ukraine in

the fight with supplies and other military needs,
but it has become clear that this alone might not be
enough. NATO was founded in 1949 after WWII
to prevent anything similar from happening again.
It was basically a safety measure against countries
like Russia, who were non-compliant with the
treaty. If the nation were to attempt to attack any
country associated with NATO, it would have
the rest of the countries involved to deal with
it. In order to join NATO, a country has to be
democratic, be based on a market economy (semicapitalist), have the ability and willingness to make
military contributions to NATO, and many other
qualifications. Ukraine is not a part of NATO
because it is not a democratic nation, though it has
been progressing towards becoming a democratic
nation for years. A country also cannot join
NATO if it is currently involved in conflict. If
Ukraine were to join NATO now, all of NATO
would be going to war against Russia, which is
what the nations wanted to prevent in the first
place. Ukraine will not have an opportunity to be
a part of NATO until the war is over - where they
may inevitably cease to be a country altogether.
It is now up to individual countries to decide
whether or not to get involved with the crisis. If
we as a nation choose to fight alongside Ukraine,
we will kill Russians (many of which are simply
following government order), and many of our
troops will die. If we don’t, Ukrainians will die as
there is little chance that they are strong enough to
handle Russia alone. On top of this, it would be a
diplomatic and military blow to NATO if Russia
were to occupy Ukraine. There seem to be no right
answers within the realm of war. There are many
opinions surrounding what the United States
should do, though. Many people say no; we should
avoid war as much as possible. Others say yes; we
should become involved.
Though the reasons for Putin’s decision to
invade Ukraine are still hazy, in summary, Ukraine

is being invaded in order to make a statement
about Russia’s status, proving a point to powerful
countries such as the United States. The president
of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, in a last ditch
effort for peace, plead on Putin’s refusal to sit down
and negotiate. For this reason, Zelenskyy called
upon the people of Russia, speaking their language,
knowing his heartbreaking message may not even
reach them. He began with addressing the people
of Russia not as the president of Ukraine, but as a
citizen of Ukraine. You know us! We are Ukraine!
You go to school here. Many of you have families
here. “You know our character, you know our
people, and you know our principles. You know
what we value. So stop and listen to yourselves, to
the voice of reason, to the voice of common sense.”
He ended his speech willing the people of Russia
to understand. “Putin will not listen to me, so
maybe he will listen to you…” Many protests for
peace have erupted globally since the start of the
invasion, including in Russia.
While citizens of the United States of America
continue to go to school and work, Ukrainian men
and women are standing up. Regular, everyday
civilians are joining in to fight or their freedom,
their rights and their home, even if their chances
of victory are slim. Even Volodymyr Zelenskyy
himself has devoted his life to fight for his country.
Does this not sound like something we would do
for our own? Many scoff at the idea of fighting for
Ukraine. Others worry about gas prices, or what
this war will do to the economy while the city of
Kyiv goes down in ruins. What can we possibly
do, many ask. Answers are few. Many are confused
and understandably don’t know what to think. In
times of crisis, we must call upon our humanity.
Once we consider the lives of these people as
human beings, we will start to know the answers.

Are tablets harmful to child development?
“People are like bananas.
We rot when taken from a
bunch of good people.”

“Having mass in Latin is the
undoing of Babel.”

The quotes expressed in these polls
respresent student opinion and is no way
intended to indicate particlar perspectives
or beliefs of the beacon staff.

Be sure to follow the Beacon
on Instagram to submit your
own CAMPUS QUOTES!

Kamryn Howell
Public Relations

S

ome people believe that giving their
child a tablet at a young age helps
them grasp on to technological skills at
a young age, making them proficient in
other areas. According to a report written
by Ofcom, 51% of households allow their
children to use tablets. While some argue
that tablets help enhance a child’s brain
at a young age, it can also cause extreme
damage to their overall development and
critical thinking. Technology can be a great
tool if used in moderation, but parents are
starting to use technology as a form of
discipline to try and get their child to quiet
down or to stop creating chaos within the
household.

$

This is a problem because the more
frequent a child uses technology to cope
with bad behavior, the more frequent they
will cause issues so that they can get more
screen time. This disciplinary action will
result in more frequent outbursts of bad
behavior if the child understands they will
get more screen time the more often they
behave badly.
Other research studies show that allowing
a young child to use a tablet is forcing them
to grow up too fast. There is anything and
everything out there on the web with little
to no credibility or monitoring of websites.
This can cause children to become
exposed to unhealthy things at a young age
including inappropriate language, outfits
and behavior that is shown online.
Some would argue that giving a child a
tablet prepares them for what’s to come
in the real-world one day. A lot of what
we do is revolved around technology, so
providing a child with a tablet will give
them a “jump-start” on their learning
enhancement for the future.
So, what’s my take on this? I think it
would be beneficial for the development
of a child’s learning to wait to use a tablet
for educational purposes until they reach

Get wealthy
off your words...

...With the new
Beacon pay scale

Write 1-4 stories = $10 each | 5-8 stories = $15 each | 9+ stories = $20 each

$

grade school. I think if a child is using
technology in an educational environment
with educators that understand the risks,
then with moderation, students should be
allowed to use them.
I believe there is a huge gap between
using technology as a form of distraction
or coping mechanism in replacement of
disciplinary actions in contrast to using
technology to help enhance one’s learning
abilities in a more efficient way.
With anything in life, all things intended
to be meant for good can also be used for
evil, and there is no exception when it
comes to technology. If a child is limited to
an hour of screen time a day for educational
purposes, I say go ahead. If a parent is
using technology to entertain their child
without putting in a lot of effort themselves
to build a relationship with them, that is
when this becomes a much larger problem.
To say the least, technology is a great tool
to use if used correctly and with careful
observation and moderation. Aside from
that, I believe a child’s brain needs time to
develop without technology so that a child
may learn to communicate and live without
the temptation of addiction to form at such
a young age.

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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NW Cheer and Dance compete at GPAC Championship

TORNOW CHEER
ALL-CONFERENCE
APRIL VAN TOL
ECOLOGY

B oth the R aiders cheer
and dance team traveled
down to Crete, Nebraska
where Doane University
held the Great Plains
Athletic
C onference
(GPAC) Championship.
The
Northwestern
dance team competed
on Friday, Feb. 25,
while the cheer squad
followed the next day,
Saturday, Feb. 26.
The NW dance team
opened their season
with a seventh-place
finish and a score of
57.97 in a field of seven
teams. The same four
GPAC teams, Midland,
C oncordia,
Dordt
and
Morningside,
competed in the dance
competition, while also
welcoming Baker and
Hope
international
University
(Calif ).
The R aiders took come
second-place
with
a
team score of 56.9.
The
Saint
Ambrose
University B ees won the
event. The week before
conference, the R aiders

picked up their seasonhigh score with 64.5
points, making it threestraight performances
that saw improvements
in total score.
While
at
the
C o n f e r e n c e
Championship,
the
R aider’s
dance
team
finished eight of 10
teams
competing,
compiling a final score
of 57.79 points. On
the season in their five
competitions, they sit
No. 34 in the nation
with an average score of
59.30 points.
The NW cheer team,
who
also
competed
at
the
conference
championships,
have
had a successful season.
The
R aiders
opened
their season at the
Midland
invite
with
the dance team. Their
performance
scored
64.40
points
which
earned them third place
in a field of six teams.
The next competition
the
R aiders
hosted
where the team cracked
70 plus points for the
first time since the
GPAC
Championship
last season with a score
of 71.70. During their

last
competition
at
home against Mount
Marty, the team picked
up their second-best
score of the season with
72.4 points, their best
score this season being
78.0 achieved two weeks
prior.
While at the conference
championshi,p
the
R aiders tallied a total
score of 68.74 points,
which
finished
fifth
out of eight teams. The
R aiders now sit No. 27
in the nation with an
average score of 71.12
this season. However,
with the announcement
of
the
GPAC
AllC onference teams for
the 2021-2022 season,
sophomore
Nathan
Tornow
was
tabbed
an
All-C onference
performer
for
the
R aider cheer team.
Tornow
collected
back-to-back
First
Team
All-C onference
accolades.
The
sophomore
becomes
the first R aider in cheer
program histor y to earn
two
All-C onference
honors, as well as the
only R aider to earn a
place on the cheer AllC onference squad.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW ATHLETICS
Ellie Natelborg is cheering in the air during a stunt.

Luke Jenness GPAC champ in 184 weight class
HARD WORK AND
GLORY TO GOD
LINDSEY CRAIG
ECOLOGY

Luke Jenness, a junior on
the Northwestern wrestling
team, has just been named
GPAC Champion for his
weight class. He is ranked
No. 10 at 184 pounds. In the
past three years, Jenness
has been busy putting in
the work and has seen
some incredible results.
He has been awarded for
his achievements. The
most recent title marks his
second conference title and
third time selected as First
Team
All-Conference.
Last year he f inished
second in the conference
but was selected for the
title of GPAC Champion
regardless.
The f irst day of the
GPAC
Championships
as the top seed, Jenness
received a f irst-round bye.
His f irst opponent was
Jamestown’s Austin Morris
where he won by fall to
push himself in position

for a championship push
on Saturday in Mitchell,
South Dakota. Day two,
Jenness would be the
lone Raider to punch a
ticket to a championship
bout, winning by fall over
Doane’s Cael Jordan. He
would go toe-to-toe with
Briar
Cliff ’s
Jeremiah
Glise in a rematch from
the dual in Orange City,
where Jenness prevailed
with a 9-2 decision.
Jenness downed Glise for
the second time this season
with a 5-1 decision to pick
up the 184-point title.
“Luke is a standard
bearer for us. He does
ever y thing right,” head
coach R ik Dahl said. Dahl
was excited to share not
only about Jenness’ many
accomplishments, but also
about who he is as a person
both on and off the mat.
“Jenness has a really
strong mind and an
incredible work ethic,”
said Dahl. “It is easy to see
God at work in Jenness’
discipline. The way Jenness
tack les practices head-on
and put in extra work 2-3

times a week is a testament
to his desire to do well for
the Lord.”
“I’m ver y humbled with
this
accomplishment,
recognizing that what
I suffered for it doesn’t
even compare to what
Jesus suffered for me on
the cross. That’s why I’m
honored to be able to give
it all back to Him!” said
Jenness.
The blood, sweat and
tears Jenness has poured
into his training this
season have helped him
grow in all aspects of
life. Jenness feels blessed
to have experienced an
incredible sense of joy in
being able to overcome the
challenges of preparing for
this season.
To secure the title of
GPAC Champion, Jenness
posted a team high 28-4
record and lead the Raiders
in falls with a total of 11.
Him and teammate, Jakob
Francksen-Small, will be
wrestling at the National
tournament in Wichita,
Kansas from March 4-5.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Jenness is ranked No. 10 in the 184 weight class.

HAPPY SPRING BREAK, RAIDERS!
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Fashion was an important part of the pageant, and the men displayed some of their craziest
outfits.
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